
Plant Disease Epidemiology

Review:

 Concepts of "epidemics" and "epidemiology"
○ Definitions
○ Key points:
 Dynamics <--> rates
 Disease
 Population(s)
 Time & Space

 History 
○ Emphasis up to 1970 (or so)

 Course guide
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Monitoring epidemics...

Disease progress curve    Disease gradient
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Monitoring epidemics:
Observing disease intensity at multiple times 
and/or locations

Following the course of the epidemic --
Measuring disease intensity

Without accurate and reliable 
measurements, disease progress 
curves and disease gradients may 
be misleading.
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Measuring disease intensity

"Without quantification of disease, no studies in 
epidemiology, no assessment of crop losses, and no 
plant disease surveys and their applications would be 
possible."                         -- Jurgen Kranz

Measure (assess):
○ Host crop (forest)
○ Pathogen
○ Disease***
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Measuring disease:
Need some definitions
○ Disease incidence
○ Disease severity
 Disease count (density)

Note: Use disease intensity as a general term 
(includes incidence, severity, counts)

Disease incidence:
Proportion of plants (or plant units) 
diseased, or the number diseased out of 
N plants (or plant units) observed.

After establishing the meaning of 
these terms (as used in this 
course), we will then explicitly 
deal with the different 
approaches for measuring each. 
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Disease incidence:
○ Often, incidence refers to diseased plants.
○ However, the unit of measurement 

(observation) could be the leaf, leaflet, 
branch, fruit, etc. 
 "Plant units" ("individuals")

○ Thus, we can refer to fruit disease incidence, 
root disease incidence, etc.

○ Both numbers and proportions (or 
percentages) can be used
 10 diseased leaves (out of 20);
  50% leaf disease incidence (y = 0.50)
 Etc.
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 At the plant or plant-unit (individual) scale, 
incidence is a binary variable (discrete)
○ Diseased (1,+, D); disease-free (0, -, H)
 Only two possible values

 At the sample/population scale, incidence 
is a count variable (with a natural 
denominator) (also discrete)
○ Y/N (e.g., 5/10) diseased 
 (N: number observed; Y: number diseased)

○ That is, it is "natural" to observe N individuals, 
and determine the proportion of those 
individuals with a property of interest

 See Chapter 2 (random variables).
○ With discrete variables, there is a countable 

number of possible values (in principle)
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N = 5 (e.g., 5 plants observed for disease)

Y = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (possible values)

y= Y/N = 0/5 , 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5, 5/5
  =          0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0

N = 100 (e.g., 100 plants observed for disease)

Y = 0, 1, 2, …., 99, 100 (possible values)
y= Y/N = 0/100, 1/100, 2/100, …, 99/100, 100/100
  =          0.00, 0.01, 0.02,      …, 0.99, 1.00

 With a wide range of possible numbers (or proportions 
in a sample), incidence may be approximated as a 
continuous variable.

Each individual is 
either + or -
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Discrete random variables

One key property: variance is a function of the mean

For instance, with disease incidence, var(y) is 
proportional to y(1-y)

Greatest variance at y = 0.5
Small variance at y near 0 or 1
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Disease severity:
Relative or absolute area of plant 
tissue affected by disease

 For many fungal (and other) diseases, 
severity is the area of plant surface with 
lesions.
○ Very often determined as a proportion or 

percentage of total

 For some diseases (caused by viruses, some 
systemic diseases), severity is more 
nebulous -- "Degree of infection"
○ Return to this later
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Disease severity:
 Severity can be determined for various 

plant units of measurements 
○ leaves, roots, stems, fruits, etc.

 When each observation is an area 
(relative or absolute), disease severity 
is a continuous variable at the 
individual level

 With severity values (areas) for 
multiple individuals (sample or 
population level), one 
averages the severity to obtain mean 
severity (sometimes just called 
severity)
○ Mean severity: continuous variable
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Continuous random variable:
The number of possible values is not 
countable

 Consider lesion sizes on leaves…. 
 For example, the areas could be 10.0 and 11.0 

cm2.
 However, other lesions could have areas of 10.1 

cm2, 10.02 cm2, 10.005 cm2, 10.0001 cm2, etc.
 One may not be able to measure to this many 

decimal places, but the areas exist.
 Likewise, these areas (as percentages) could be 

3.0 and 3.1%, but it is possible to have 
percentage areas of 3.01, 3.005, 3.11111%, etc.
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Disease severity:

Often recorded (measured) as integer 
percentages 

Y = 0, 1, 2, …, 99, 100%

May look like a discrete variable, but this is just 
rounding

Severity still is continuous (as used here) 
Actual severity is continuous

(Always some rounding involved  -- limits to the 
"measuring device")
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Continuous random variables

Variance may be independent of the mean, or 
may be a function of the mean

Since there is an upper limit to the area of a 
plant unit that can be covered by lesions 
(can never be higher than the area of the 
plant unit), 

Var(y) may be proportional to y(1-y)

Discrete variables may behave as continuous 
variables, and continuous variables may behave 
as discrete variables 

(statisticians know the situations when these 
points are relevant)
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Disease severity:

 Sometimes the concept of area affected
(absolute or relative) is not clear

 Examples, degree of wilting, senescence, 
etc.

 Concept of 'degree of plant infection'
○ (Sometimes can be recorded on continuous 

severity scale)

 Although underlying severity may still be 
continuous, it is common to measure 
severity with an ordinal rating scale. 
○ Ordered categorical variable (discrete)
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Severity Rating

Example:
0 (no disease), 1 (mild), 2 (severe), 3 (dead)


 Each individual (plant, leaf, etc.) can have more 

than two possible values (but only a finite or 
countable number)

 Numerical order has meaning
 Actual values used only for ordering
 Difference between a 0 and 1 is not necessarily 

the same (biologically) as difference of a 1 and 2 
(or 2 and 3)
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Vuong et al. ordinal scale 

Another ordinal scale:
1 = No symptoms
2 = Isolated plants with very few symptoms (lesions) in the lower canopy
3 = 1 of 15 leaves with symptoms in the lower canopy
4 = Most or all plants with one or more leaves affected in the lower canopy
5 = Most or all plants with many leaves affected on plant, few leaves affected in the mid canopy
6 = Numerous lesions on most leaves in the mid canopy, limited defoliation in lower canopy
7 = Same as 6, but limited defoliation in mid canopy and severe defoliation in lower canopy
8 = Severe defoliation in mid canopy and limited defoliation in upper canopy
9 = Plants completely defoliated
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Disease count (density):
○ Number of lesions (or other units of infection) per 

plant or per area of plant tissue.
 Applicable only for certain types of diseases.

○ Relevant when there are lesions, pustules, colonies, etc.

 Often considered a version (or type) of severity.
 If one knows the number of lesions (m), and actual 

area of each lesion, one could determine mean area 
per lesion (A); 
○ then (regular) severity is Y = A·m
 obtain percentage or proportion from leaf size

m=5, and A = 2 cm2, then Y = 10 cm2.
If leaf size is 50 cm2, then y = 10/50 = 0.20
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Disease count:

 A count-type discrete variable
○ But without a "natural denominator"
 For incidence (and ordinal severity rating), one 

can observe a plant unit and put it into a 
category (diseased or not; mildly diseased, 
badly diseased, …), and then obtain counts in 
each category

 With lesions, there is nothing to 
categorize
□ Until observed, nothing to count
□ Once observed, any number can be found

 Type of discrete variable
 May be approximated as a continuous variable (for 

some purposes), or converted to a continuous 
variable (area) (as approximation)
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Plant disease intensity:
General term, which includes incidence, severity, and counts

 Incidence
○ Disease status of individual plant units -- binary 

variable (discrete)
○ Number (or proportion) diseased -- count variable 

with natural denominator (discrete)
 Severity

○ Area (relative or absolute) of plant tissue affected by 
disease -- continuous variable

○ Ordinal rating of 'degree of infection' -- ordered 
categorical variable (discrete)

  Disease count
 Number of lesions (or other units of infection) --

count variable without a natural denominator 
(discrete)

Although the true (underlying) 
severity variable may still be 
continuous
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NOTE:
 For many purposes, the form of the variable does 

not matter (too much), in that the methods of 
quantification and analysis apply to all intensity 
variables
○ Example: Disease progress curves
○ Basically, one assumes (often implicitly) that the 

variable is approximately a continuous variable 
for some analyses (model fitting, etc.)
 Motivation for disease progress curves, however, 

can be based on the concept of discrete infection 
sites (and resulting discrete lesions), even if the 
measured severity is approximately continuous.

○ One can (and generally) should utilize some 
properties of the variable in data analysis (e.g., 
ANOVA, mixed model analysis)
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 For some purposes, the form of the variable is very 
important.
○ Example: spatial pattern analysis, sampling.
○ Results can be totally misleading if one does not 

account for the statistical properties of the variable 
analyzed
 Results depend on the statistical properties of the 

variable
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NOTE:

 There are other terms.
○ Disease prevalence

 Number or proportion of fields with diseased 
plants

 A type of disease incidence (with field as the 
unit of observation (leaf, branch, plant, …., 
field, region, …)

 Not all plant pathologists (or other scientists) use 
the terms in the same way.
○ Intensity for severity
○ In medical disciplines:
 "prevalence" for "incidence"
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Measurement or assessment of 
disease intensity

"Our ability to understand a 
phenomenon is proportional to our 
ability to measure it."

                                                                Lord Kelvin

 Large (1952), James (1971), and many others 
recognized the importance, and potential 
difficulty, in measuring disease intensity 
(especially severity). 

 Many efforts have been made to evaluate our 
ability to measure intensity, and to determine if 
measurements can be improved. 
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Measuring incidence
○ Relatively straightforward, other than the 

sampling problems (maybe at end of course, 
or see book chapters in MHV).
 One classifies each plant unit (visually, 

or otherwise) as diseased or not, and 
adds up the number diseased (Y out of 
N)
□ Determine proportion from y = Y/N

○ Although one can clearly make mistakes in 
determining incidence, it is generally 
recognized that this is easy compared to 
measuring severity.

Measuring lesion counts (etc.)
○ Also relatively straightforward. One 

counts the disease "entities" observed
○ As always, sampling is very critical.

Assuming that one correctly 
identifies the disease

See Chapters 10 and 11 in MHV 
for many details on sampling.
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Measuring severity

○ A major challenge!
○ Generally recognized as being potentially 

difficult or very difficult, but is done all the time.
○ Usually, efforts are not made to determine how 

well severity is measured (assessed).
○ As always, sampling is also critical -- using the 

appropriate number of samples (see Chapters 
10 & 11).

○ Here, we ignore the sample-size issue, and 
focus on measuring the severity in the plant 
units (individual leaves, roots, whole plants) in 
the available sample.
 Borrowing from medicine and other fields, we 

can refer to the plant unit as the specimen.
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Measuring severity -- approaches 
○ Visual estimation
○ Remote sensing and electronic methods
○ Indirect methods

Visual estimation or assessment -- a classification
a. Direct estimation
b. Direct, with aid of disease diagrams (= Standard Area 

Diagrams)
c. Use of disease scales
d. Use or ordinal rating scales

Note: we refer to the person assessing 
disease intensity as the Rater.

(We have a rater and a specimen).
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Direct visual estimation:
○ The rater observes a specimen and 

assigns it a severity value from 0 to 
100% (0 to 1.00)
 Based on perceived area of plant 

diseased relative to the total plant 
area.

 Could assign an actual area in cm2

○ No other tools or aids are used.
○ Very common approach for foliar 

diseases, especially those with lesions 
(necrotic or chlorotic). 
 May be the most common method of 

assessing severity.
□ First homework assignment will 

involve doing this. 
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Visual estimation with use of disease diagrams
Disease diagram (Standard Area Diagram): 

Pictorial or graphic representation of selected 
levels (or classes) of disease severity

 Rater observes a specimen, and assigns a 
severity value (0-100%) to it, based on 
closeness of the perceived severity of the 
specimen to one of the values in the diagram

 Requires a lot of interpolation and 
extrapolation (up to the discretion of the rater)

 Assignment could be influenced by the 
selected classes in the diagram.

See Figs. 2.3 and 
2.4 in textbook, 
and examples 
shown during 
lecture
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Visual estimation with use of disease scale
Disease scale: 

a partition of the continuous severity values from 0 to 
100% into a finite number of classes. 

Example:
Class Range
0 0
1 1-20%
2 21-40%
3 41-60%
4 61-80%
5 81-100%

 A rater observes a 
specimen, and assigns it 
a class value.

 For data analysis, and 
modeling, one must 
convert these into 
proportions
○ Best approach: use 

mid-point of each 
interval.

Soybean rust:
0    0
1 0+-2.5%
2 2.5-5%
3 5-10%
4 10-15%
5 15-25%
6 25-35%
7 35-67.5%
8 67.5-100%
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Reason for a disease scale:
○ Convenience (e.g., speed)
 A very good reason

○ Inability to distinguish severity values 
within a class (a range)
 Measurement limitations
□ Unclear!

○ Consider the most common disease 
scale: Horsfall-Barratt (from 1940's)...
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Horsfall-Barratt scale:

Class Severity
(%)

Midpoint 
(%)

0 0 0
1 0+-3 1.5
2 3+-6 4.5
3 6+-12 9
4 12+-25 18.5
5 25+-50 37.5
6 50+-75 62.5
7 75+-88 81.5
8 88+-94 91
9 94+-97 95.5
10 97+-100 98.5
11 100 100
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Two assumptions of H-B:
1. There is a logarithmic relationship between intensity of a 

stimulus (i.e., reflected light from a diseased specimen) 
and sensation (i.e., estimated/perceived area diseased)

Ability to distinguish between stimuli of different 
magnitudes decreases with increasing stimulus 
---> "Weber-Fechner" laws of psychophysics

           (Combination of two laws)
Thus, severity ranges within the classes of the 
 scale increase with increasing severity (you can
distinguish small differences when severity is low and only 
large differences when severity is near 50%)

2. When a rater observes an object consisting of two 
components (e.g., lesion and healthy leaf area), he or she 
focuses on the one that is of smaller size.

---> Thus, severity ranges within classes shrink 
       above 50% (because one is focusing on 
       disease free)
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HORSFALL-BARRATT:

However, there is no credible evidence that either 
assumption holds for visual estimates of disease severity!

Although the so-called Weber Law (one part of the "Weber-
Fechner Law", part of assumption #1) may hold, but not fully 
tested.

For thorough discussion of this topic, see:
○ Nutter & Esker (2006). Eur. J. Plant Pathol. 114:199-213.
○ Nita, Ellis, & Madden (2003). Phytopathology 93: 995-1005
○ New work by C. Bock and colleagues (Florida) - many papers
○ Bock et al. 2010. Crit. Rev. Plant Sci. 29: 59-107.

 Several more articles since 2014, focusing on many 
aspects of disease assessment.

Disease scales are still very useful (as are diagrams), 
but equal ranges of severity within each class may be 
best (in general)

For Disease Diagrams (Standard 
Area Diagrams), see:
Del Ponte et al . (2017). 
Phytopathology 107: 1161-1174.
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Reading:

Chapter 2 in MHV
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